DIGITAL EXPERIENCE

PLAYBOOK

Top themes and takeaways
from Shop.org’s 2016 Digital
Experience Workshop

T

his year’s workshop was different in one big way: After years of calling this event
the Online Merchandising Workshop, we changed the name to the Digital Experience
Workshop. Our sessions have always taken a deep dive into every aspect of the online
shopping experience — from usability to design to conversion — and the new name was a
natural evolution in the way we talked about the programming.
The way our industry talks about digital experience is evolving, too. We found new themes
popping up on stage and during networking breaks this year, and we’ve summarized a few of
the hottest topics in this resource: trust, community and anticipation. We’re also taking a look
at the new basics and the new opportunities, a rundown of some compelling strategies and
insights shared on the DX Workshop stage.
I’ll be looking for more next-level ideas at Retail’s Digital Summit at the end of September.
I hope we’ll see you in Dallas.
Artemis Berry, NRF VP of Digital Retail
Let me know what you think: Send a tweet to @ArtemisAEB or email berrya@nrf.com.

ABOUT THE DX 2016 PLAYBOOK
Shop.org’s Digital Experience Workshop (formerly known as the Online Merchandising Workshop) is an
event focused on retail website design and usability, personalization, customer experience, conversion
and more. Learn more at digitalexperience.nrf.com.
If you like this, you’ll want to check out all our post-event Playbooks and other Shop.org research.

MORE RESOURCES
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●●

Check out the full recap, with links to articles, presentations, photos and other highlights.

●●

Watch videos of 11 complete sessions on YouTube.

●●

See the complete set of sketchnotes by San Diego-based artist Anne McColl.

●●

Find your next great hire: Make sure your retail job openings are among the thousands listed on
the NRF Job Board.

RETAIL’S DIGITAL SUMMIT
Get a new perspective at Retail’s Digital Summit from Shop.org, to be held September 26–28 in Dallas. Join more than 5,000 industry peers to explore conversations, sessions and technologies that take
marketing, branding, social, mobile and conversion to a whole new level. Don’t miss these sessions,
designed with “experience ninjas” in mind:
●●

JCPenney and Transforming the Customer Experience — An Insider’s Look

●●

The Future of Retail 2017: Trends Shaping the Digital Experience

●●

How Boxed Wholesale and ThirdLove are Dominating Mobile

●●

It’s All Connected — The Secrets of Customer Journey Mapping

●●

Dr. Is In: One-on-One Website Critiques (appointment required)
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MANY THANKS
We’re grateful to the following
companies for sharing stories, insights
and expertise at this year’s workshop:
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Abercrombie & Fitch
Americaneagle.com
Applause
BloomReach
Certona
Combatant Gentlemen
Cornerstone Brands
Demandware
DynamicAction
eBags
Edgacent
Edgecase
Evergage
Factor
Float
Huge
JustFab
Listrak
LumosCX
Marxent
Merkle
ModCloth
Monetate
Plum Street Strategy
Pmx Agency
Razorfish
Sophelle
Sprinklr
Studio Square
The e-tailing group
VF Corporation
Walgreens
West Marine

More than half (56%)
of online searches that
resulted in a click to a
top retail site during the
2015 holiday season were
conducted on a smartphone
or tablet.
Download NRF’s Retail
Holiday Planning Playbook
for more consumer data
and industry insights.

Nearly 60% of consumers
want real-time promotions
and offers, but only 20%
want retailers to know their
current location, and only
14% want to share their
browsing history.
Get a head start on closing
that gap with Shop.org’s
latest Think Tank report on
personalization, value and
relevance.

In addition to the members and presenters mentioned throughout, NRF’s Artemis Berry and Tony Fontana
also contributed to this project. The Playbook was designed by Dimitry Ekzarkhov and Jason Schilberg,
written by Jessica Hibbard Elenstar and copyedited by Kristina Stewart.
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TRUST
Lack of consumer trust is one of the biggest hurdles for e-commerce
conversion and growth. What can experience ninjas do to make shoppers
feel more confident?
Walmart’s “order online and pay with cash” program was
designed to appeal to unbanked consumers, but showed that a
huge number of customers would go out of their way to pay at
a store with a credit card instead of using the same card online,
Razorfish’s Jason Goldberg explained. But there are several
proven tactics for making shoppers feel better about buying
online:
●●

Processing fluency. Our subconscious brains trust sites
that look better, which is why retailers should follow
best practices in user experience, display overt trust
symbols like BBB logos or security icons and make sure
contact details like phone numbers are easy to find.

●●

Social proof. People want to follow the lead of others
who are similar to them. In simpler times, that meant
avoiding empty restaurants. Now consumers rely on
Yelp and other review sites, making social proof more
valuable than brand when it comes to influencing
purchase decisions. Customer reviews on product
pages are a baseline expectation, and smart retailers
are finding ways to make reviews even more valuable.
In just two of many examples, Adorama Camera invites
people who have purchased cameras and accessories
to answer questions submitted by shoppers who are
considering the same purchase, and Target’s Awesome
Shop spotlights products that are popular on Pinterest.
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COMMERCE 2020 WITH
JASON ‘RETAILGEEK’
GOLDBERG
Jason Goldberg’s keynote
was one of the highest-rated
sessions at this year’s workshop.
See the entire presentation on
YouTube, and don’t miss Jason’s
appearance at Retail’s Digital
Summit in September.

●●

Absolute value. Brand was a shortcut for quality in the past, but
now we use real data. Easy access to data makes brand less
important than ever. When it’s easier to evaluate the quality
and value of what retailers are offering, brand loyalty becomes
less important. Retailers can rise to the top by being a source
for product ratings, ingredient lists and other types of product
information, and providing tools that help customers make smart
decisions.

●●

Transparency. Customers now know just as much or more about
products and pricing as retailers and manufacturers, so the old
world’s obfuscation models don’t work anymore. There are many
examples of retailers providing previously hidden information
to increase transparency and earn customer trust: Meh.com
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displays traffic and conversion stats on its homepage, Amazon
notifies customers when prices change on items in their cart and
Everlane includes pricing and cost information on product pages.

Earning trust requires more than improving site designs and making
more information available. What would it take to get you to publicly
share your measurements, along with a photo of yourself in a bathing
suit? ModCloth’s Mike Janover and Kara Skrip said their customers
upload this information willingly, partly because of the brand’s deep
understanding of its audience. The company’s models are “real”
people who represent the community and aren’t Photoshopped — an
unconventional policy that creates a pact and a bond with customers who
might otherwise be skeptical about sharing details about themselves in
product reviews.
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Huge’s Emily Wengert described a not-too-distant future where
e-commerce search joins forces with machine learning and natural
language processing to power anticipatory retail and other innovations
in customer experience. The catch? Personalization requires permission,
and this type of deep relationship with customers becomes even more
critical as technology evolves. Retailers need to build trust now so their
brands have the ability to be part of customers’ lives in the future.
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COMMUNITY
Earning consumers’ confidence isn’t the end game, it’s just
the beginning. Digital retailers are building on that trust by
cultivating communities of like-minded customers.
The human desire for social connection is part of what gets
people “hooked” on apps and other products. Author and
entrepreneur Nir Eyal identified four basic components of every
“hook,” the experiences that form habits. Social motivations and
emotions — from loneliness to the fear of missing out — often
prompt visits to apps like Facebook and Instagram. And social
pressure and fears of not fitting in can prevent users from taking
action.
What does this mean for retailers? There’s now “less of a focus on
checking out and more of a focus on checking in. Shopping should
be something that scratches the itch of boredom” and taps into
our desire for entertainment. When retailers combine content and
community, they can own that habit. Content and community are
already combined outside of commerce sites — think Facebook,
Pinterest and Instagram — and as a result, retailers are beholden
to networks if they want to connect with consumers.
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HOOKED: HOW TO
BUILD HABIT-FORMING
PRODUCTS WITH
NIR EYAL
Nir Eyal’s opening keynote was
an attendee favorite at this
year’s workshop. See the entire
presentation on YouTube, and
learn more about the book.

In retail, brand loyalty used to be tied to the convenience of a
physical store location. Now consumers can shop at any store
online, JustFab’s Adam Goldenberg said, so brands need a
deeper relationship and engagement with customers to create
loyalty. JustFab’s VIP membership model is the company’s way of
spurring that engagement, and Goldenberg says the brand’s growth has
been powered by member referrals and customer feedback.
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ModCloth’s business model is also built around its “social shopping
community,” Mike Janover said. An emphasis on community is integrated
throughout the company’s digital presence, from product reviews to
social media channels. The company has cultivated a strong connection
with customers by listening to users and following their lead. In one case,
customers’ use of a hashtag — #marriedinmodcloth — inspired a new
line of wedding attire.

The company’s Style Gallery is a social feature that allows users to follow
each other and browse user-submitted photos. Images are manually
reviewed by ModCloth staff, who tag photos and attach product data
so the images can be featured on product detail pages. These features
aren’t just fun to use; they make a big impact on the bottom line. Visitors
who “love” photos in the Style Gallery are five times more likely to return
to the site, ModCloth’s Kara Skrip said, and including Style Gallery
images on product detail pages provides a significant conversion boost.
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Style Gallery images are featured on ModCloth’s product detail pages.
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ANTICIPATION
Understanding what shoppers need and want — sometimes before they
know it themselves — can help retailers deliver delightful experiences.
Successful companies are combining thoughtful UX design with highspeed data analysis to bring the right products to the right people at the
right time.
Anticipating customer needs and designing simple solutions can remove
friction from retail experiences, said Walgreens’ Deepika Pandey.
That’s why the company’s initial forays into mobile app development
were focused on helping customers refill prescriptions in 17 seconds
or less. The result? Customers can connect with Walgreens anywhere
and everywhere … and refilling a prescription doesn’t get in the way of
rocking out to Lil’ Wayne:
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Combatant Gentlemen’s Vishaal Melwani is focusing on intricate data to
deliver what customers want. To scale quickly, the direct-to-consumer
menswear startup has developed a proprietary system to analyze
customer information, social media signals and Salesforce customer
service data to power more accurate sales projections, a rapid product
development cycle and a no-waste manufacturing strategy. A fastturnaround design cycle is also key to success for fashion brands like
Fabletics: JustFab CEO Adam Goldenberg said feedback from customers
results in new products just six to 10 weeks later.
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eBags’ Scott Erdman explained how the brand is
going beyond a response to customer feedback to
proactively fulfill its vision to be the world’s most
revered travel goods expert. To make sure it’s
delivering the right product assortment for “the
connected traveler,” the company is aggressively
pursuing tech products like bag locators,
wearables, home protection and battery power. The
eBags team monitors crowdfunding platforms like
Kickstarter and Indiegogo to identify and support
products, and also works with venture capitalists
and incubators to help innovative products launch.
eBags is also joining with Twyst to launch its
own Kickstarter campaign; the companies are
working together to create “the world’s smartest
professional backpack” that uses RFID technology
to notify users if specific items aren’t in their bag.
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EBAGS: RETHINKING THE
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE TO
SUPPORT A NEW STRATEGY
Chief Marketing Officer Scott Erdman and
Director of Site Merchandising Rachel
Hazelwood explained eBags’ new strategy —
and how smart approaches to usability testing
and vendor partnerships can support
the brand’s vision. See the entire presentation
on YouTube.

Of course, anticipation isn’t just about knowing
which products to sell. Next-level retail is about
knowing a customer’s problems before they do and
finding elegant, helpful ways to offer solutions.
The average consumer makes 35,000 decisions
every day, and search has long been part of the
e-commerce answer to the problem of decision
fatigue. Of course, search is not helpful unless you
already know roughly what you want, but “e-commerce search is about to
be disrupted, big time,” said Emily Wenger, group vice president of user
experience at Huge. Startups like Twiggle are set to lighten the burden
of choice with natural language processing and machine learning that
enhance search and discovery. Creating the shortest possible distance
between a customer’s desire and a purchase turns retail into a service
that’s all about experience and a brand’s relationship with the customer.
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THE NEW BASICS
WHAT CONSUMERS EXPECT
“As you’re living through disruptions, they’re harder to recognize,” Razorfish’s Jason Goldberg said. But
massive changes prompted by digital technology — especially smartphones — are just as significant as
other major disruptions in retail history. Just 10 years ago, the most popular phone was the Motorola Razr
and people said “don’t go online and don’t get into cars with strangers.” Now we use apps like Uber on
our smartphones to ask strangers to drive us where we want to go.
As consumers’ lives change in response to new technologies, the baseline for expectations around digital
experience edges forward. Two years ago, the playbook for this event outlined the basics of usability
considerations — including site speed, image optimization and user research — and those are still
important factors. This year’s workshop yielded a new crop of UX insights for retailers:
Make it simple. Nir Eyal pointed out the evolution of Twitter’s entry page, which has become much simpler
over the years. Instead of multiple triggers, there’s just one “ask” of a user when they go to Twitter.com:
log in or sign up. What’s the one thing you want a customer to do when they arrive at a page on your site?
Make sure it’s obvious.
But not too simple. After Cornerstone Brands’ team launched a redesigned Garnet Hill website, anecdotal
feedback was positive but cart views and orders were down. Customers were missing the too-subtle
message at the top of the page after adding items to their cart. After adding a modal window prompting
users to check out or continue shopping, cart views instantly jumped higher than pre-launch numbers and
sales per session increased 12 percent.
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The homepage isn’t always the homepage. For mobile users or consumers arriving on a retail site
via search, a product detail page is the homepage. Abercrombie & Fitch’s Billy May emphasized the
importance of every page on an e-commerce site and cautioned against focusing on the homepage at the
expense of the rest of the site.
Think subways, not moon landings. Digital retail executive Lance Thornswood, formerly of JCPenney, said
retailers shouldn’t think of digital projects like a moon landing. Small and fast iterations — like a subway
that comes and goes every few minutes — is a better analogy for getting you where you need to go. “Good
enough is good enough … for now,” Thornswood said, and any improvements that aren’t addressed in the
launch of a new product or feature can be addressed in the next round of iterations.
Edgacent’s Linda Bustos
gave attendees a rundown of
emerging standards in mobile
commerce design. Check
out these tips for better
hamburger menus, image
optimization, pagination and
scrolling, drop-down menus
and checkout optimization.
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THE NEW OPPORTUNITIES
HOW RETAILERS CAN MEET AND EXCEED EXPECTATIONS
The lines between digital and physical retail are increasingly blurred, and retail companies are starting
to look and act more like tech companies. Can retailers become more innovative and more competitive by
rethinking the way they do business?
Digital first. JustFab’s Adam Goldenberg thinks future fashion brands will be built online, where
e-commerce creates immediate national accessibility and marketing dollars can be invested in creating
brand awareness instead of opening physical stores.
Connecting the physical and digital worlds. Walgreens’ Deepika Pandey said “mobile is the great
connector,” a bridge between physical and digital worlds. The Walgreens app has an in-store mode and
loyalty program that have increased engagement, and the company has been bullish on mobile payments:
Walgreens was the first retailer to link with ApplePay and upgraded its POS systems early to accept NFC
payments. Pandey says multichannel customers are 3.5 times more valuable than store-only customers;
mobile customers are 6 times more valuable.
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In-house expertise. Digital
commerce startups like
Combatant Gentlemen think
of themselves as technology
companies first and fashion
retailers second. One-third
of Combatant Gentlemen’s
employees have technology
and engineering roles, and the
company invested in building
its own proprietary data
system because out-of-thebox solutions weren’t a perfect fit. JustFab also builds its own business technology, and keeps other core
competencies like marketing and advertising in-house as well.
Better partnerships. Retail has a lot to learn from companies like Facebook, Apple and Amazon that think
of other tech companies as both competitors and partners. Walgreens launched its developer program
by opening up the API for its photo printing experience. Now the company has more than 275 partner
integrations across multiple lines of business, including pharmacy prescriptions and fitness tracking.
Relationships with third-party vendors and partners like TurnTo, TripAdvisor and Certona also helped eBags
enhance its customer experience. And when Cornerstone Brands was redesigning its websites, it included a
personalization engine powered by Monetate to tailor homepage content based on a user’s past purchases.
Better data. The right data takes emotion out of decision-making and can help retailers prioritize.
ModCloth’s Mike Janover and Kara Skrip said the company is constantly iterating and taking calculated
risks, fueled by an analytics strategy that lets the team know if what they’re trying is working. That user
research and data is helpful for convincing executives and refocuses difficult conversations around the
customer and her preferences. But beware of “data paralysis,” Combatant Gentlemen’s Vishaal Melwani
said. Coming up with a question first, then asking for data to answer that question, can help retailers that
might otherwise be overwhelmed by irrelevant information.
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SOCIAL SNAPSHOT

Highlights from #shoporgdx conversations

@bridgetgawronski
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@beerener

@the_bethanyjoy

@monicastic

Start your own conversation at Retail’s Digital Summit, September 26–28 in Dallas:
Learn more and register to attend. If you like this, you’ll want to check out all our
post-event Playbooks and our stories on Medium.
Let us know what you think: Rate this download or send a tweet to @ShopOrg.
nrf.com/dx2016playbook
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